Honor Foods® – Raising the Bar
Honor Foods is a trusted food redistributor that has provided its customers with a wide
variety of high-quality grocery, frozen, and dairy products since 1949. With 165,000 sq.
feet of refrigerated, frozen, and dry storage, Honor Foods manages over 2,500 products;
affording their customers with a large selection of many brand name and exclusive house
brand food suppliers.
Headquartered in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, Honor Foods serves the Northeast region
with flexible and reliable deliveries—utilizing dimensioning and weighing systems to
continue to provide excellent customer service.

Overcoming Challenges with Accurate Cubic Data
Honor Foods needed to collect accurate dimensioning data quickly to save time and
increase productivity. A few of the biggest challenges they solved with the cubic data from
the CubiScan 100 is first, capturing accurate dimensions and weight for all their packaging
types. Second, with this important dimensional information — build accurate pallet
configurations during the picking
process. Finally, all outbound
trailers are cubed more
efficiently, which inevitably led to
increased transportation profits.
Solid and consistent cube data
has become more and more
important for every product in a
distribution center, especially
when shipping over 100,000
cases and receiving over 90,000
cases each week.
To continue in their practice of
distinguished customer service,
Honor Foods wanted to find a way
to streamline multiple aspects of their distribution process. In order to maximize profits
and warehouse efficiencies, Honor Foods’ goal for dimensioning was to measure all current
SKUs, then check all new items at the time of receiving. They’ll also measure and weigh 25

random items per week to reconfirm the integrity of their inventory master file. In our
modern, fast-paced society, distributers can no longer afford to measure items manually
with a tape measure or ship trucks full of air.

Solutions - Check!
According to Joseph Windfelder, Director of IT at Honor Foods, collecting accurate cube
data from the CubiScan 100 has helped them improve their efficiency in all aspects of their
operations, from slotting to picking, and transportation. “Making sure we have good, solid,
and consistent length, width, height and gross weight
data at every product item,” Joseph points out, is one of
his daily objectives. There is no more guesswork when
building pallets, whether it is for storage or shipping.
The mobility of the measuring device enables it to
measure objects in all areas of the warehouse, including
the dry, refrigerated, and frozen storage zones, as well as
the receiving dock. The CubiScan 100 will help Honor
Foods prevent costly and time-consuming mistakes.

CubiScan 100 – The Proven Industry Standard
This complete cubing and weighing system is designed to
quickly measure packages with an accuracy of 0.1 inches.
The CubiScan 100 is durable and able to withstand a
warehouse environment. With an integrated
touchscreen, the CubiScan 100 is easy to operate and setup. So get it right the first time,
with the CubiScan 100.

